CoSN For Small Districts: Mobile Learning

Small districts leaders have become adept at doing more with less due to the unique challenges
they face, and can be more nimble in implementing change than their larger counterparts. These
leaders wear many hats and don’t have time to waste when it comes to connecting with a national
professional organization. That’s why many small district leaders turn to CoSN resources - they help
small districts get the most bang for their buck when implementing a digital leap.
As a small district leader, I use CoSN to help me stay connected to the latest
information. CoSN is a valuable member of my districts technology team.
- Mike Jakel, CETL Director of Technology, Platte Valley Schools RE-7
What is Digital Transformation?: It’s not about the device. Digital transformation means
having the technological and human infrastructure in place to continually evolve teaching
and learning using technology. This infographic outlines what transformation looks like in
five key areas: Student Outcomes, Teacher Outcomes, Culture, Infrastructure, and the IT
Organization.
Video: Recipe for Digital Transformation Success: Districts that are successful at digital
transformation have certain things in common, as do districts that struggle. This short
series of videos outline key practices that lead to a successful implementation.
Best Practices and Pitfalls of Mobile Learning: (1) Putting technology ahead of
pedagogy (2) No project plan or project manager (3) Inability to take risk. These are three
of the common mistakes that occur in many digital transformation implementations. This
infographic outlines both common pitfalls and best practices in taking the digital leap.
Guide to Mobile Learning: Simply put, what are the best practices for implementing
a mobile learning project? The Administrator’s Guide outlines the steps and elements
to remember when diving in to digital learning. Do you have your measures and metrics
in place? Are you taking into account the total cost of ownership, and the value of your
investment? Are you paying as much attention to your human infrastructure as your
technology infrastructure? And more…

The partnership Piedmont City School District has formed with CoSN team
has proven extremely beneficial to our administrative team and ultimately to
our learning initiatives in Piedmont. The research-based resources that CoSN
makes available to its members are incredibly helpful, especially for small districts that may not have a large Technology staff.
- Rena Seals, Director of Technology, Piedmont City School District

www.cosn.org/mobilelead

